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home safely.  

12. Conditions on hours may be attached that require that the supply 
of alcohol for consumption on the premises ceases a suitable period 
of time before customers are required to leave the premises.  

13. The council, acting as the Licensing Authority, may reduce hours 
if, after review, it is necessary to impose conditions specifying 
shorter hours in order to promote the licensing objectives.  

14. Specific days for non-standard hours should be identified and 
justified as part of the application to allow responsible authorities 
and interested parties to evaluate the impact that these licensable 
activities may have, and to plan accordingly. The consideration of 
applications for later hours for Bank Holiday Mondays will take into 
account that later hours are generally granted for preceding 
Sundays and that the next day is a working day. Non-specific days 
are expected to be covered by Temporary Event Notices or variation 
applications. 

C. For the purpose of Clauses A and B above, the Core Hours for 
applications for each premises use type as defined within this policy 
are: 
 
1. Casinos: Up to 24 hours a day whilst casino gaming is permitted 
by a premises licence under the Gambling Act 2005.  

2. Cinemas, Cultural Venues and Live Sporting Premises: 
Monday to Sunday: 9am to 12am 

3. Hotels: Monday to Thursday: 9am to 11.30pm. Friday and 
Saturday: 9am to 12am. Sunday: 9am to 10.30pm. Sundays 
immediately prior to a bank holiday: 9am to 12am. For the sale of 
alcohol to guests for consumption in hotel/guest rooms only: 
Anytime up to 24 hours.  

4. Off licences: Monday to Saturday: 8am to 11pm. Sunday: 9am to 
10.30pm.  

5. Outdoor Spaces: Monday to Thursday: 9am to 11.30pm. Friday 
and Saturday: 9am to 12am. Sunday: 9am to 10.30pm. Sundays 
immediately prior to a bank holiday: 9am to 12am.  

6. Pubs and bars, Fast Food and Music and Dance venues: 
Monday to Thursday: 10am to 11.30pm. Friday and Saturday: 10am 
to 12am. Sunday: 9am to 10.30pm. Sundays immediately prior to a 
bank holiday: 12pm to 12am.  

7. Qualifying Clubs: Monday to Thursday: 9am to 12am.. Friday 
and Saturday: 9am to 12am. Sunday: 9am to 10.30pm. Sundays 
immediately prior to a bank holiday: 9am to 12am.  

8. Restaurants: Monday to Thursday: 9am to 11.30pm. Friday and 
Saturday: 9am to 12am. Sunday: 9am to 10.30pm. Sundays 
immediately prior to a bank holiday: 9am to 12am.  



9. Sexual Entertainment Venues and Sex Cinemas: Monday to 
Thursday: 9am to 11.30pm. Friday and Saturday: 9am to 12am. 
Sunday: 9am to 10.30pm. Sundays immediately prior to a bank 
holiday: 9am to 12am.  

D. Core hours are when customers are permitted to be on the 
premises and therefore the maximum opening hours permitted will 
be to the same start and terminal hours for each of the days where 
licensable activity is permitted.  

E. For the purposes of this policy, ‘premises uses’ are defined within 
the relevant premises use policies within this statement. 

Policy HOT1 (B) 
applies 

A. Applications outside the West End Cumulative Impact Zone will 
generally be granted subject to:  

1. The application meeting the requirements of policies CD1, PS1, 
PN1 and CH1.  

2. The hours for licensable activities being within the council’s Core 
Hours Policy HRS1.  

3. The sale by retail of alcohol, regulated entertainment and late-
night refreshment must be an ancillary function to the primary 
purpose of the venue as a hotel.  

4. The applicant has taken account of the Special Consideration 
Zone Policy SCZ1 if the premises are located within a designated 
zone.  

5. The application and operation of the venue meeting the definition 
of a Hotel as per Clause C.  

B. Applications inside the West End Cumulative Impact Zone will 
generally be granted subject to:  

1. The application meeting the requirements of policies CD1, PS1, 
PN1 and CH1.  

2. The hours for licensable activities are within the council’s Core 
Hours Policy HRS1.  

3. The sale by retail of alcohol, regulated entertainment and late-
night refreshment must be an ancillary function to the primary 
purpose of the venue as a hotel.  

4. The applicant has demonstrated that they will not add to 
cumulative impact within the Cumulative Impact Zone.  

5. The application and operation of the venue meeting the definition 
of a Hotel as per Clause C.  

C. For the purposes of this policy a Hotel is defined as a premises 
that is primarily used as an establishment providing overnight 
accommodation for customers. 

 







Premises Plans          Appendix 1 
 

 



 

 



 



 



 

 



 

 



Applicant Supporting Documents        Appendix 2 
 
Applicant’s Mediation email 
 
From: Stephen Thomas 
To: Jackaman, Kevin: WCC 
Cc: Steward, Michelle: WCC 
Subject: RE: Park Grand Hotel Devonshire Terrace - 21/01023 
Date: 26 March 2021 15:18:19 
Attachments: Conditions to be attached to Park Grand Licence.doc 
Importance: High 
 
Dear Mr Jackaman, 
Thank you for forwarding the email of objection relating to the application for new premises 
licence at the Park Grand Hotel, to be known as Inhabit. 
My clients have been located at this site for the past 14 years and are extremely concerned at 
the comments and keen to discuss concerns. 
Because the premises have been licensed with a number of conditions it may not be clear that it 
is our client’s intention to continue with the bulk of those conditions. To assist I attach a 
comprehensive list of the conditions we would ask the licensing authority to attach to this 
licence if it is granted. 
The purpose of the application is to install a spa and gym facility in the area and move the 
restaurant located in the basement onto the ground floor together with the bar and lounge 
facility. 
It is part of our application to open up facilities so that it can be used by members of the public 
for strictly limited hours. First and foremost we are a hotel and we are very keen to ensure that 
the premises continue to be run in a calm and tranquil manner in line with the concept we have 
introduced at two other of our hotels-The Inhabit at Southwick Street and the Chilworth 
in Sussex Gardens. Our experience of opening out the premises for use by members of the 
public has not caused the problems referred to. 
The good style provided by management, the condition that alcohol can only be served to 
persons seated at table except in respect of pre-booked events, for example at a funeral wake, 
all work. Substantial food is available throughout the trading period at the premises. 
The current condition requires that smokers are only allowed out onto the hotel side of 
Devonshire Terrace. They are not allowed to take their drinks out, which minimises the time 
spent out on the street. The operation is strictly controlled by our reception staff and concierge. 
The licensable activities proposed for the sale of alcohol to members of the public is strictly 
limited to a finish time of 23:00 hours in line with the core hours granted by Westminster City 
Council to licensed premises. It also fits in nicely with the way clients wish to run the hotel so as 
not to inconvenience their regular hotel guests. By keeping hotel residents happy it follows that 
we maintain a well run establishment for the local community as well. 
Mr Nitish Bhatt has been the Premises Supervisor since 2009. He prides himself on running a 
tight ship and being a good neighbour. Many is the time that locals have asked if they can use 
the Hotel address for deliveries to be made if they will be away. Many is the time locals have 
requested the opportunity to use the Wifi facility in the Lounge area. Local residents have 
expressed gratitude for the fact that this business is open, with staff providing an element of 
security in the area on a 24-hour basis. 
It is our client’s wish to move the hotel forward into the 2020s, building on the current calm 
atmosphere it has, the proven track record of management to run the premises well and ensure 
compliance with the licensing regime. 
We are always open to working with our local residents to avoid any problems that they may 
feel they have. 
Please could you kindly forward this email, together with the attached proposed conditions, with 
an offer that we are prepared to meet by Zoom or if acceptable on site to discuss any issues 
and try and resolve problems, as requested by the council. 
 



Best 
Stephen 
Stephen Thomas LAW 
T. 01732 321114 M. 07774 612651 F. 01732 321078 
e-mail st@stephenthomaslaw.co.uk 
website: stephenthomaslaw.co.uk 
Stephen Thomas LAW is a firm authorized and regulated by the Solicitors' 
Regulatory Authority. 
 







































 
Premises History         Appendix 3 
 
Existing licence- 21/04917/LIPCH 
 

 
City of Westminster 

64 Victoria Street, London, 
SW1E 6QP 

Schedule 12 
Part A 

WARD: Lancaster 
Gate 

UPRN: 010033541834 

Premises licence 

 
Regulation 33, 34 

 

 
Premises licence 
number: 
 

 
21/04917/LIPCH 

 
Original Reference:  
 

 
09/07369/LIPN 

 
Part 1 – Premises details 
 

Postal address of premises: 
 
Park Grand 
1-2 Queen's Gardens 
London 
W2 3BB 
 

Telephone Number: Not Supplied 

 

Where the licence is time limited, the dates: 
 
Not applicable 
 

 

Licensable activities authorised by the licence: 
 
Exhibition of a Film 
Sale by Retail of Alcohol 
 

 

The times the licence authorises the carrying out of licensable activities: 
 
Exhibition of a Film 
 Monday to Sunday:                            00:00 to 00:00 (Residents and Guests) 
 
Sale by Retail of Alcohol 
 Monday to Sunday:                            00:00 to 00:00 (Residents and Guests) 
 

 

The opening hours of the premises: 
 
Monday to Sunday:                                         00:00 to 00:00 
 

 



 

Where the licence authorises supplies of alcohol, whether these are on and/or off 
supplies: 
 
Alcohol is supplied for consumption on the Premises. 
 

 
Part 2 
 

Name, (registered) address, telephone number and email (where relevant) of holder 
of premises licence: 
 
Inhabit Hotel Queens Gardens Limited 
27 Devonshire Terrace 
London 
W2 3DP 
 

 

Registered number of holder, for example company number, charity number (where 
applicable) 
 
06971871 
 

 

Name, address and telephone number of designated premises supervisor where the 
premises licence authorises the supply of alcohol: 
 
Name:                          Nitish Bhatt  
 
Please note: It is the policy of the Licensing Authority not to display the address 
details of a designated premises supervisor. 
 

 

Personal licence number and issuing authority of personal licence held by 
designated premises supervisor where the premises licence authorises for the 
supply of alcohol: 
                                      
Licence Number: 21/01041/LIPERH 
Licensing Authority: City Of Westminster Council 
 

 
 
 
Date:   8 June 2021 
 
 
This licence has been authorised by Mary Pring on behalf of the Director - Public 
Protection and Licensing. 



Annex 1 – Mandatory conditions 
 
 
1. No supply of alcohol may be made at a time when there is no designated premises 

supervisor in respect of this licence. 
 
2. No supply of alcohol may be made at a time when the designated premises supervisor 

does not hold a personal licence or the personal licence is suspended. 
 
3. Every supply of alcohol under this licence must be made or authorised by a person who 

holds a personal licence. 
 
4.          (1)  The responsible person must ensure that staff on relevant premises do not carry 

out, arrange or participate in any irresponsible promotions in relation to the 
premises. 

 
(2)  In this paragraph, an irresponsible promotion means any one or more of the 

following activities, or substantially similar activities, carried on for the purpose of 
encouraging the sale or supply of alcohol for consumption on the premises— 

 
(a)  games or other activities which require or encourage, or are designed to require 

or encourage, individuals to; 
 

(i)  drink a quantity of alcohol within a time limit (other than to drink alcohol 
sold or supplied on the premises before the cessation of the period in 
which the responsible person is authorised to sell or supply alcohol), or 

(ii)  drink as much alcohol as possible (whether within a time limit or 
otherwise); 

 
(b)  provision of unlimited or unspecified quantities of alcohol free or for a fixed or 

discounted fee to the public or to a group defined by a particular characteristic in 
a manner which carries a significant risk of undermining a licensing objective; 

 
(c)  provision of free or discounted alcohol or any other thing as a prize to encourage 

or reward the purchase and consumption of alcohol over a period of 24 hours or 
less in a manner which carries a significant risk of undermining a licensing 
objective; 

 
(d)  selling or supplying alcohol in association with promotional posters or flyers on, 

or in the vicinity of, the premises which can reasonably be considered to 
condone, encourage or glamorise anti-social behaviour or to refer to the effects 
of drunkenness in any favourable manner; 

 
 (e) dispensing alcohol directly by one person into the mouth of another (other than 

where that other person is unable to drink without assistance by reason of a 
disability). 

 
5.  The responsible person must ensure that free potable water is provided on request to 

customers where it is reasonably available. 
 
6.          (1)  The premises licence holder or club premises certificate holder must ensure that 

an age verification policy is adopted in respect of the premises in relation to the 
sale or supply of alcohol. 

 
(2)  The designated premises supervisor in relation to the premises licence must 

ensure that the supply of alcohol at the premises is carried on in accordance with 
the age verification policy. 



 

(3) The policy must require individuals who appear to the responsible person to be 

under 18 years of age (or such older age as may be specified in the policy) to 

produce on request, before being served alcohol, identification bearing their 

photograph, date of birth and either— 

 (a)  a holographic mark, or 

 (b)  an ultraviolet feature. 

 
7.  The responsible person must ensure that— 

(a)  where any of the following alcoholic drinks is sold or supplied for consumption on 

the premises (other than alcoholic drinks sold or supplied having been made up 

in advance ready for sale or supply in a securely closed container) it is available 

to customers in the following measures— 

  (i)  beer or cider: ½ pint;  

(ii)  gin, rum, vodka or whisky: 25 ml or 35 ml; and 

   (iii)  still wine in a glass: 125 ml; 

 
(b)  these measures are displayed in a menu, price list or other printed material 

which is available to customers on the premises; and 
 
(c) where a customer does not in relation to a sale of alcohol specify the quantity of 

alcohol to be sold, the customer is made aware that these measures are 
available. 

 
A responsible person in relation to a licensed premises means the holder of the premise licence 
in respect of the premises, the designated premises supervisor (if any) or any individual aged 
18 or over who is authorised by either the licence holder or designated premises supervisor.  
For premises with a club premises certificate, any member or officer of the club present on the 
premises in a capacity that which enables him to prevent the supply of alcohol. 
 
8(i) A relevant person shall ensure that no alcohol is sold or supplied for consumption on or 

off the premises for a price which is less than the permitted price. 
 
8(ii) For the purposes of the condition set out in paragraph 8(i) above - 
 

(a)  "duty" is to be construed in accordance with the Alcoholic Liquor Duties Act 
1979; 

 
(b)  "permitted price" is the price found by applying the formula - 

 
P = D+(DxV) 

 
Where - 

  
(i) P is the permitted price, 
(ii) D is the amount of duty chargeable in relation to the alcohol as if the duty     

were charged on the date of the sale or supply of the alcohol, and 
(iii) V is the rate of value added tax chargeable in relation to the alcohol as if 

the value added tax were charged on the date of the sale or supply of the 
alcohol; 

 



(c)  "relevant person" means, in relation to premises in respect of which there is in 
force a premises licence - 

   
(i)  the holder of the premises licence, 
(ii)  the designated premises supervisor (if any) in respect of such a licence, 

or 
(iii)  the personal licence holder who makes or authorises a supply of    

alcohol under such a licence; 
 

(d)   "relevant person" means, in relation to premises in respect of which there is in 
force a club premises certificate, any member or officer of the club present on the 
premises in a capacity which enables the member or officer to prevent the supply 
in question; and 

 
(e)  "value added tax" means value added tax charged in accordance with the Value 

Added Tax Act 1994. 
 
8(iii). Where the permitted price given by Paragraph 8(ii)(b) above would (apart from this 

paragraph) not be a whole number of pennies, the price given by that sub-paragraph 
shall be taken to be the price actually given by that sub-paragraph rounded up to the 
nearest penny. 

 
8(iv).     (1)  Sub-paragraph 8(iv)(2) below applies where the permitted price given by 

Paragraph 8(ii)(b) above on a day ("the first day") would be different from the 
permitted price on the next day ("the second day") as a result of a change to the 
rate of duty or value added tax. 

(2)  The permitted price which would apply on the first day applies to sales or 
supplies of alcohol which take place before the expiry of the period of 14 days 
beginning on the second day. 

 
 
8(A). Admission of children to the premises must be restricted in accordance with the film 

classification recommended by the British Board of Film Classification or recommended 
by this licensing authority as appropriate. 



Annex 2 – Conditions consistent with the operating Schedule 
 
 
None 



Annex 3 – Conditions attached after a hearing by the licensing authority 
 
9. The provision of licensable activities shall be restricted to the residents and their bona 

fide guests. 
 
10. The supply of alcohol throughout the premises shall be by waiter or waitress service. 
 
11. The supply of alcohol in the restaurant, lounge and bar area will be to persons who are 

seated. 
 
12. The restaurant and lounge area will be permanently laid up with tables and chairs. 
 
13. There will be no drinks promotions at the premises. 
 
14. A proof of age scheme, such as Challenge 21, shall be operated at the premises where 

the only acceptable forms of identification are recognised photographic identification 
cards, such as a driving licence or passport. 

 
15. There is to be no external advertisement on the street of bar facilities/licensable 
 activities. 
 
16. Substantial food and non-intoxicating beverages, including drinking water shall be 

available in all parts of the premises where alcohol is sold or supplied for consumption 
on the premises. 

 
17. Details of all guests including name, address and telephone number will be kept on the 

premises. 
 

18. Patrons temporarily leaving the premises for the purposes of smoking shall not take any 
drinks of any kind with them outside the premises. 

 
19. The premises license holder will use its best endeavours to ensure that any patron 

wishing to smoke does so in Devonshire Terrace. 
 
20. Entry and exit to the premises will be via the main door of the hotel on to Devonshire 

Terrace only subject the legal requirement to use emergency fire exits. 
 
21. All windows and doors (save for purpose of access and egress) to the lounge and bar 

area will remain closed at all times. 
 
22. No noise shall emanate from the premises nor vibration be transmitted through the 
 structure of the premises which gives rise to a nuisance. 
 
23. Clearly legible notices shall be displayed at the exit from the premises requesting 

patrons to respect the needs of local residents and to leave the premises and area 
quietly.  
 

24.  The premises shall install and maintain a comprehensive CCTV system as per the 
minimum requirements of the Metropolitan Police Crime Prevention Officer. All entry and 
exit points will be covered enabling frontal identification of every person entering in any 
light condition. The CCTV systems shall continue to record whilst the premises are open 
for licensable activities and during all times when customers remain on the premises. All 
recordings shall be stored for a minimum period of 31 days with date and time stamping.  
Recordings shall be made available immediately upon the request of police or 
authorised officer throughout the proceeding 31 day period. 

 



25. A staff member from the premises who is conversant with the operation of the CCTV 
system shall be on the premises at all times when the premises is open to the public. 
This staff member shall be able to show police or authorised officer recent data or 
footage with the absolute minimum delay when requested. 

 
26. The provision of films shall be restricted to the hotel bedrooms and there shall be no 

cinema style showing of films. 
 
27. All waste to be properly presented and placed out for collection no earlier than 30 

minutes before the schedule collection times. 
 
28. On Mondays to Fridays there shall be no collections including refuse collections 

between 23.00 hours and 08.00 hours and at weekends there shall be no collections 
including refuse collections between 23.00 hours and 10.00 hours. 

 
29. All deliveries and collections into Queens Gardens and Cleveland Square will not take 

place between 23.00 and 10.00 at weekends, and there will be no deliveries or 
collections between 23.00 and 08.00 Monday to Friday. The premises license holder will 
use its best endeavours to ensure that all vehicles delivering or collecting items from the 
premises park in Devonshire Terrace. 

 
30. The pavement from the building line to the kerb edge immediately outside the premises, 

including gutter/channel at its junction with the kerb edge, is swept and or  washed, and 
litter and sweepings collected and stored in accordance with the  approved refuse 
storage arrangements. 

 
31. The premises license holder will install and maintain blocking film and /or voile curtains 

to prevent observation to the lounge and bar of the premises. 
 
32. A direct telephone number for the hotel of the premises shall be publicly available at all 

times the premises is open. This telephone number is to be made available to residents 
in the vicinity. 

 
33. The Premises Licence holder shall enter into an agreement with a designated taxi firm 

which will be advertised within the foyer of the premises. 
 
34. Any hotel resident cannot entertain more than 4 guests at any given time. 



 

Annex 4 – Plans 
 

 



 

 



 



 



  



 

 



 

 
City of Westminster 

64 Victoria Street, London, 
SW1E 6QP 

Schedule 12 
Part B 

WARD: Lancaster 
Gate 

UPRN: 010033541834 

Premises licence 
summary 

 
Regulation 33, 34 

 
 

 
Premises licence 
number: 
 

 
21/04917/LIPCH 

 
 
Part 1 – Premises details 
 

Postal address of premises: 
 
Park Grand 
1-2 Queen's Gardens 
London 
W2 3BB 
 

Telephone Number: Not Supplied 

 

Where the licence is time limited, the dates: 
 
Not applicable 
 

 

Licensable activities authorised by the licence: 
 
Exhibition of a Film 
Sale by Retail of Alcohol 
 

 

The times the licence authorises the carrying out of licensable activities: 
 
Exhibition of a Film 
 Monday to Sunday:                            00:00 to 00:00 (Residents and Guests) 
 
Sale by Retail of Alcohol 
 Monday to Sunday:                            00:00 to 00:00 (Residents and Guests) 
 

 

The opening hours of the premises: 
 
Monday to Sunday:                                         00:00 to 00:00 
 

 

Where the licence authorises supplies of alcohol, whether these are on and/or off 
supplies: 
 
Alcohol is supplied for consumption on the Premises. 
 

 



 

 

Name and (registered) address of holder of premises licence: 
 
Inhabit Hotel Queens Gardens Limited 
27 Devonshire Terrace 
London 
W2 3DP 
 

 

Registered number of holder, for example company number, charity number (where 
applicable) 
 
06971871 
 

 

Name of designated premises supervisor where the premises licence authorises for 
the supply of alcohol: 
 
Name:                            Nitish Bhatt 
 
                                        
 

 

State whether access to the premises by children is restricted or prohibited: 
 
Restricted 
 

 
 
Date:   8 June 2021 
 
 
This licence has been authorised by Mary Pring on behalf of the Director - Public 
Protection and Licensing. 
 



Licence & Appeal History  
 
 

 
Application 
 

 
Details of Application 

 
Date Determined 

 
Decision 

05/08405/LIPC Conversion Licence 14.09.2005 Granted Under 
Delegated Authority 

06/06998/LIPT Transfer application - 
Startgrange Limited 

09.08.2006 Granted Under 
Delegated Authority 

06/07204/WCCMAP Master Licence 09.08.2006 Granted Under 
Delegated Authority 

08/03853/LIPV Variation application – 
To vary the layout of 
the premises, amend 
condition 5, remove 
condition 7, 9 and 11 

17.07.2008 Granted Under 
Delegated Authority 

08/07241/LIPDPS Application to vary the 
designated premises 
supervisor 

22.11.2008 
Suspended 
17.02.2009 

Granted Under 
Delegated Authority 

09/07369/LIPN New premises licence 03.12.2009 Granted by Licensing 
Sub-Committee 

21/04917/LIPCH Change of Details - 
Inhabit Hotel Queens 
Gardens Limited 

08.06.2021 Granted Under 
Delegated Authority 

 
There is no appeal history 
 

 
 



 
 

Appendix 4 
 
CONDITIONS CONSISTENT WITH THE OPERATING SCHEDULE AND CONDITIONS 
PROPOSED BY A PARTY TO THE HEARING  
 
When determining an application for a new premises licence under the provisions of the 
Licensing Act 2003, the licensing authority must, unless it decides to reject the application, grant 
the licence subject to the conditions which are indicated as mandatory in this schedule. 
 
At a hearing the licensing authority may, in addition, and having regard to any representations 
received, grant the licence subject to such conditions which are consistent with the operating 
schedule submitted by the applicant as part of their application, or alter or omit these conditions, 
or add any new condition to such extent as the licensing authority considers necessary for the 
promotion of the licensing objectives. 
 
This schedule lists those conditions which are consistent with the operating schedule, or 
proposed as necessary for the promotion of the licensing objectives by a responsible authority 
or an interested party as indicated. These conditions have not been submitted by the licensing 
service but reflect the positions of the applicant, responsible authority or interested party and 
have not necessarily been agreed 
 
Mandatory Conditions 
 
1. No supply of alcohol may be made at a time when there is no designated premises 

supervisor in respect of this licence. 
 
2. No supply of alcohol may be made at a time when the designated premises supervisor 

does not hold a personal licence or the personal licence is suspended. 
 
3. Every supply of alcohol under this licence must be made or authorised by a person who 

holds a personal licence. 
 
4.          (1)  The responsible person must ensure that staff on relevant premises do not carry 

out, arrange or participate in any irresponsible promotions in relation to the 
premises. 

 
(2)  In this paragraph, an irresponsible promotion means any one or more of the 

following activities, or substantially similar activities, carried on for the purpose of 
encouraging the sale or supply of alcohol for consumption on the premises— 

 
(a)  games or other activities which require or encourage, or are designed to require 

or encourage, individuals to; 
 

(i)  drink a quantity of alcohol within a time limit (other than to drink alcohol 
sold or supplied on the premises before the cessation of the period in 
which the responsible person is authorised to sell or supply alcohol), or 

(ii)  drink as much alcohol as possible (whether within a time limit or 
otherwise); 

 
(b)  provision of unlimited or unspecified quantities of alcohol free or for a fixed or 

discounted fee to the public or to a group defined by a particular characteristic in 
a manner which carries a significant risk of undermining a licensing objective; 

 
(c)  provision of free or discounted alcohol or any other thing as a prize to encourage 

or reward the purchase and consumption of alcohol over a period of 24 hours or 



less in a manner which carries a significant risk of undermining a licensing 
objective; 

 
(d)  selling or supplying alcohol in association with promotional posters or flyers on, 

or in the vicinity of, the premises which can reasonably be considered to 
condone, encourage or glamorise anti-social behaviour or to refer to the effects 
of drunkenness in any favourable manner; 

 
 (e) dispensing alcohol directly by one person into the mouth of another (other than 

where that other person is unable to drink without assistance by reason of a 
disability). 

 
5.  The responsible person must ensure that free potable water is provided on request to 

customers where it is reasonably available. 
 
6.          (1)  The premises licence holder or club premises certificate holder must ensure that 

an age verification policy is adopted in respect of the premises in relation to the 
sale or supply of alcohol. 

 
(2)  The designated premises supervisor in relation to the premises licence must 

ensure that the supply of alcohol at the premises is carried on in accordance with 
the age verification policy. 

 

(3) The policy must require individuals who appear to the responsible person to be 

under 18 years of age (or such older age as may be specified in the policy) to 

produce on request, before being served alcohol, identification bearing their 

photograph, date of birth and either— 

 (a)  a holographic mark, or 

 (b)  an ultraviolet feature. 

 
7.  The responsible person must ensure that— 

(a)  where any of the following alcoholic drinks is sold or supplied for consumption on 

the premises (other than alcoholic drinks sold or supplied having been made up 

in advance ready for sale or supply in a securely closed container) it is available 

to customers in the following measures— 

  (i)  beer or cider: ½ pint;  

(ii)  gin, rum, vodka or whisky: 25 ml or 35 ml; and 

   (iii)  still wine in a glass: 125 ml; 

 
(b)  these measures are displayed in a menu, price list or other printed material 

which is available to customers on the premises; and 
 
(c) where a customer does not in relation to a sale of alcohol specify the quantity of 

alcohol to be sold, the customer is made aware that these measures are 
available. 

 
A responsible person in relation to a licensed premises means the holder of the premise licence 
in respect of the premises, the designated premises supervisor (if any) or any individual aged 
18 or over who is authorised by either the licence holder or designated premises supervisor.  
For premises with a club premises certificate, any member or officer of the club present on the 
premises in a capacity that which enables him to prevent the supply of alcohol. 



 
8(i) A relevant person shall ensure that no alcohol is sold or supplied for consumption on or 

off the premises for a price which is less than the permitted price. 
 
8(ii) For the purposes of the condition set out in paragraph 8(i) above - 
 

(a)  "duty" is to be construed in accordance with the Alcoholic Liquor Duties Act 
1979; 

 
(b)  "permitted price" is the price found by applying the formula - 

 
P = D+(DxV) 

 
Where - 

  
(i) P is the permitted price, 
(ii) D is the amount of duty chargeable in relation to the alcohol as if the duty     

were charged on the date of the sale or supply of the alcohol, and 
(iii) V is the rate of value added tax chargeable in relation to the alcohol as if 

the value added tax were charged on the date of the sale or supply of the 
alcohol; 

 
(c)  "relevant person" means, in relation to premises in respect of which there is in 

force a premises licence - 
   

(i)  the holder of the premises licence, 
(ii)  the designated premises supervisor (if any) in respect of such a licence, 

or 
(iii)  the personal licence holder who makes or authorises a supply of    

alcohol under such a licence; 
 

(d)   "relevant person" means, in relation to premises in respect of which there is in 
force a club premises certificate, any member or officer of the club present on the 
premises in a capacity which enables the member or officer to prevent the supply 
in question; and 

 
(e)  "value added tax" means value added tax charged in accordance with the Value 

Added Tax Act 1994. 
 
8(iii). Where the permitted price given by Paragraph 8(ii)(b) above would (apart from this 

paragraph) not be a whole number of pennies, the price given by that sub-paragraph 
shall be taken to be the price actually given by that sub-paragraph rounded up to the 
nearest penny. 

 
8(iv).     (1)  Sub-paragraph 8(iv)(2) below applies where the permitted price given by 

Paragraph 8(ii)(b) above on a day ("the first day") would be different from the 
permitted price on the next day ("the second day") as a result of a change to the 
rate of duty or value added tax. 

(2)  The permitted price which would apply on the first day applies to sales or 
supplies of alcohol which take place before the expiry of the period of 14 days 
beginning on the second day. 

 



Conditions consistent with the operating schedule 
 
9. If the Hotel ceases to be used as a Wellness and Sustainable Hotel no alcohol will be 

sold to members of the public, but only Hotel residents and their Guests. In that event 
the Premises Licence Holder will notify the Licensing Authority of the change in 
operation. 

 
10. There is to be no external advertisement on the street of bar facilities/licensable 

activities.   

11.  Substantial food and non-intoxicating beverages, including drinking water shall be 
available in all parts of the premises where alcohol is sold or supplied for consumption 
on the premises.  

12.  Details of all hotel guests including name, address and telephone number will be kept on 
the premises.  

 
13.  Save for the provision of meals via room service the kitchen will close at 23:00 daily and  

22.30 Sundays.  
 

14. Meeters and Greeters will man the entrance from Queens Gardens during the opening 
hours of that entrance and the Main Entrance in Devonshire Terrace will be manned 
throughout the 24 hour period that that the Hotel is open.  
 

15. The premises licence holder will use its best endeavours to ensure that any  
patrons wishing to smoke do so on the Hotel side of Devonshire Terrace.   

16. No noise shall emanate from the premises nor vibration be transmitted through the 
structure of the premises which gives rise to a nuisance  

17. Clearly legible notices shall be displayed at the exit from the premises requesting 
patrons to respect the needs of local residents and to leave the premises and area 
quietly.  

18. The provision of films shall be restricted to the hotel bedrooms and there shall be no 
cinema style showing of films.   

19. No deliveries and collections (including refuse and recycling collections) will take place 
between 18: 00 and 08:00 Monday to Friday. 18:00 and 10:00 at weekends and Bank 
Holiday Fridays and Mondays. The Premises Licence Holder will use its best 
endeavours to ensure that the recycling and waste collections only take place in 
Cleveland Square.  

20. The pavement from the building line to the kerb edge immediately outside the premises, 
including gutter/channel at its junction with the curb edge, is swept and/or washed, and 
litter and sweeping is collected and stored in accordance with the approved refuge 
storage arrangements.  

21. A direct telephone number for the hotel at the premises shall be publicly available at 
times the premises is open. This telephone number is to be made available to residents 
in the vicinity.  

22. The Premises Licence holder shall enter into an agreement with a designated taxi firm 
that can be used by patrons of the premises.  

23. The premises licence holder will install and maintain curtains in the windows that 
overlook Queens Gardens from the Ground Floor of the licensed area. 

 



Conditions proposed by the Environmental Health and agreed with the applicant so as to 
form part of the operating schedule. 

24. Staff engaged in the sale or supply of alcohol will receive refresher training at least every 
three months specific to the Licensing Act 2003 and the mandatory conditions. 

25. The supply of alcohol to the ground floor restaurant and lounge area will only be to 
persons who are seated. 

 
26. No members of the public including guests of residents will be permitted to remain in the 

premises after 23:30 hours Monday to Saturday and 22:30 hours Sundays 
 
27. After 23:30 hours Monday to Saturday and 22:30 hours on Sundays only hotel residents 

will be permitted use of the ground floor restaurant and lounge. 
 

28. The Queens Gardens entrance will only be used between 09.00 and 23.00-hours 
Monday to Saturdays and 12:00 to 22:30 hours on Sundays except for immediate 
access and egress in an emergency. 
 

29. With the exception of the main external entrance door to the hotel located on Devonshire 
Terrace and the secondary entrance door located in Queens Gardens all windows and 
doors to the ground floor public area will remain closed at all times, save for immediate 
access and egress. 

30. No TV screens shall be provided to the ground floor public area save for screens 
provided for the purpose of providing guest information or used as part of an educational 
presentation. This condition will cease to apply in the event that the Hotel ceases to be 
used as a Wellness and Sustainable Hotel. 

31. A proof of age scheme, such as Challenge 21 or 25, shall be operated at the premises 
where the only acceptable forms of identification are recognised photographic 
identification cards, such as a driving licence or passport. 

 

32. No licensable activities shall take place until the premises has been assessed as 
satisfactory by the Environmental Health Consultation Team at which time this condition 
shall be removed from the Licence by the licensing authority. 

 
33. Before the premises open to the public, the plans as deposited will be checked by the 

Environmental Health Consultation Team to ensure they are an accurate reflection of the 
premises constructed. Where the premises layout has changed during the course of 
construction new plans shall be provided to the Environmental Health Consultation 
Team and the Licensing Authority. 

 
Conditions proposed by the Police and agreed with the applicant so as to form part of 
the operating schedule. 
 
34. The premises shall install and maintain a comprehensive CCTV system as per the 

minimum requirements of the Westminster Police Licensing Team. All entry and exit 
points will be covered enabling frontal identification of every person entering in any light 
condition. The CCTV system shall continually record whilst the premises is open for 
licensable activities and during all times when customers remain on the premises and 
will include the external area immediately outside the premises entrance. All recordings 
shall be stored for a minimum period of 31 days with date and time stamping. Viewing of 
recordings shall be made available immediately upon the request of Police or authorised 
officer throughout the entire 31-day period. 

 



35. A staff member from the premises who is conversant with the operation of the CCTV 
system shall be on the premises at all times when the premises is open. This staff 
member must be able to provide a Police or authorised council officer copies of recent 
CCTV images or data with the absolute minimum of delay when requested. 

 
36. An incident log shall be kept at the premises and made available on request to an 

authorised officer of the City Council or the Police. It must be completed within 24 hours 
of the incident and will record the following: 

i. all crimes reported to the venue  
ii. all ejections of patrons  
iii. any complaints received concerning crime and disorder  
iv. any incidents of disorder 
v. any seizures of drugs or offensive weapons 
vi. any faults in the CCTV system 
vii. any refusal of the sale of alcohol  
viii. any visit by a relevant authority or emergency service 

 
37. The supply of alcohol throughout the premises shall be by waiter or waitress service 

except for the use of mini bars in the bedrooms. 

38. The restaurant and lounge area will be permanently laid up with tables and chairs. 
 

39. Except for a pre-booked function booked by a resident, or member of the public no 
residents or members of the public shall entertain more than 4 Adult bona fide guests at 
any one time. (For the avoidance of doubt this number does not include children of any 
guests) 
 

40. Patrons permitted to temporarily leave and then re-enter the premises, eg to smoke shall 
not be permitted to take drinks or glass containers with them.  
 

 
 
 



Residential Map and List of Premises in the Vicinity   Appendix 5 
 

 
Resident Count: 512 
 

Licensed premises with 75 Metres of Refurbishment Site At 22 Devonshire Terrace, 1-2 
Queens Gardens And 57-62 Cleveland Square London W2 6DH 

Licence Number Trading Name Address Premises Type Time Period 

21/04917/LIPCH Park Grand 

1-2 Queen's 
Gardens 
Bayswater 
London W2 
3BB 

Hotel, 4+ star or 
major chain 

Monday to 
Sunday; 00:00 
- 00:00 

12/06332/LIPDPS 
Chilworth Food 
Store 

Basement 
And Ground 
Floor 30 
Chilworth 
Street 
London W2 
6DT Shop 

Sunday; 10:00 
- 22:30 | 
Monday to 
Saturday; 
08:00 - 23:00 

20/00019/LIPDPS 
Cleveland Arms 
Public House 

28 Chilworth 
Street 
London W2 
6DT 

Pub or pub 
restaurant with 
lodge 

Saturday; 
08:00 - 00:00 | 
Sunday; 08:00 
- 00:00 | 
Monday to 
Friday; 08:00 - 
23:30 | 
Sundays 
before Bank 
Holidays; 
12:00 - 00:00 

 




